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Abstract— Humans naturally “program“ a fellow collabora-
tor to perform a task by demonstrating the task few times. It
is intuitive, therefore, for a human to program a collaborative
robot by demonstration and many paradigms use a single
demonstration of the task. This is a form of one-shot learning in
which a single training example, plus some context of the task,
is used to infer a model of the task for subsequent execution
and later refinement. This paper presents a one-shot learning
from demonstration framework to learn contact-intensive tasks
using only visual perception of the demonstrated task. The
robot learns a policy for performing the tasks in terms of a
priori skills and further uses self-evaluation based on visual
and tactile perception of the skill performance to learn the force
correspondences for the skills. The self-evaluation is performed
based on goal states detected in the demonstration with the
help of task context and the skill parameters are tuned using
reinforcement learning. This approach enables the robot to
learn force correspondences which cannot be inferred from
a visual demonstration of the task. The effectiveness of this
approach is evaluated using a vegetable peeling task.
I. INTRODUCTION
For collaborative robots to become ubiquitous in house-
holds and industries, there is a greater need to reduce their
explicit programming to perform varied tasks, by taking
advantage of the different social learning strategies [1].
Learning from demonstration is one such approach, where
task demonstration is carried out in a way that is very
intuitive to humans and hence can be done with little to no
training. LfD has progressed from a pure record and playback
approach in the past to a learning based one which can
achieve generalization. We use LfD as a goal-based imitation
technique wherein a task-expert demonstrates the task to the
robot from which the robot identifies the task intent and make
inferences about the sub-tasks, the sequence of sub-tasks
and the states of the object under manipulation. The robot
then performs the entire task through this learned sequence
of sub-tasks by checking for desired state changes at the
end of each sub-task rather than simply mimicking the set
of manipulations displayed during the demonstration. This
breakdown into sub-tasks is not programmed into the robot
but the robot learns to identify the task as a composition
of pre-learnt tasks or a priori skills. Thus, LfD achieves
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Fig. 1: The robot testbed with multimodal sensing capabili-
ties
generalization by offering an efficient and flexible framework
to easily and quickly extend the capabilities of collaborative
robots to perform new and complex tasks.
One of the main challenges for collaborative robots in
domestic or industrial settings is the inherent difficulty to
perform contact-intensive tasks. Our work presents a novel
method to make a robot perform a contact-intensive task
by using LfD with self-evaluation from just one visual
demonstration. It is challenging for the robot to infer forces
involved in such tasks from visual perception alone. Demon-
strations are performed by task-experts and not domain-
experts in robotics. For task-exports visual demonstrations
are more intuitive than kinesthetic demonstrations. Kines-
thetic teaching involves the task-expert physically guiding
the robot manipulator to make it perform the task. Learning
from a single demo further increases the ambiguity in the
task inferences that can be made. Despite these limitations,
our LfD approach that utilizes extraction of interaction key
points was successful in achieving skill goals as well as
the overall task goal in a contact-intensive task. Towards
the purpose of generalizing the task to multiple objects,
the proposed method also implements a self-evaluation step
at the end of each skill or sub-task which attempts to
tune the individual skill parameters using a reinforcement
learning approach. This evaluation is currently based on skill
completion rather than optimal skill performance. Hence the
evaluation metric used in the present work is binary, i.e.
whether the skill was completed or not. The reinforcement
learning algorithm adopts a ”greedy-towards-skill-goal” ap-
proach which focuses on the immediate completion of skill
rather than the exhaustive exploration of action set. Further,
LfD paradigms generally use the same environment for both
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Fig. 2: Architecture of the proposed one shot learning framework
human and robot, but another novelty of this work is that the
demonstration of the task can be performed in a simulated
and inert environment.
II. RELATED WORK
Early works on LfD involved record and playback
methods [2]. The demonstrated task was decomposed into
a sequence of state transitions which was identified to
be achieved through a series of actions from a given set.
And these state-action correspondences were programmed
as if-then rules. Later works used machine learning [3]
and neural networks [4][5] in LfD for inference. Other
approaches to learning tasks involve using demonstrations
to learn the rewards and the states and use reinforcement
learning to learn a policy to achieve the desired states. These
methods are called inverse reinforcement learning or inverse
optimal control [6][7] where rewards to achieve the task are
learnt from the demonstrations. Traditionally, learning from
demonstration has been mostly used for kinematic tasks
like pick and place, where reinforcement learning has been
used to achieve completion as well as optimal performance
of the motion primitives [8].
Another important aspect in LfD approaches is the inteface
used for teaching. Multiple demonstration interfaces like
sensorized gloves [9] have also been attempted in LfD
with most of the approaches in literature using kinesthetic
(hand-holding) or teleoperated teaching of robot. Kinesthetic
teaching eliminates the problem of correspondence, which
is the mapping of demonstrator motions to robot with a
different physical structure, but it is not a very intuitive
method for task experts with no knowledge of the robot but
has rich task knowledge. Hence, vision based approaches
are preferred over kinesthetic/teleoperation methods for
teaching. Vision also helps the LfD paradigm progress
from purposeless imitation to inference based generalized
task performance. Using vision based approaches results in
additional complexity of not being to estimate forces/tactile
information from demonstrations for contact-intensive tasks
[10]. One solution to this is to provide prior knowledge of
environment, i.e. states and skills [11]. Another technique is
to extract geometric constraint based interaction phases to
represent relation between objects in the scene [12]. Here we
propose a more generalized approach to learn a gross policy
from demonstration based on physical interactions among
agent and objects, and then self-learn the corresponding
forces needed using reinforcement learning.
The results from our self-skill-evaluation experiments in-
dicate that introducing coaching in our LfD approach shall
improve task performance. Human-in-the-loop evaluation as
in [13][14] can help us obtain more accurate skill parameters
as well as better transition between skills. Such coaching can
be done through speech, gestures or partial demonstrations
thus eliminating the need for multiple demonstrations.
III. TASK LEARNING FROM DEMONSTRATION
In this section, we describe the learning from demonstra-
tion paradigm proposed in this paper. The learning begins
with one visual demonstration of the task. A task policy
is learnt from this single demonstration as a sequence of
sensorimotor primitives or skills that the robot knows to
perform. This policy is then executed by the robot followed
by self-evaluation of the skills. Based on skill performance,
the skill parameters are tuned to achieve desired goal state.
A. Inference from vision
The demonstration obtained is in the form of a single
RGB-D video recorded using Microsoft KINECT. The
robot has a pre-learnt database of objects. This dataset
contains features and possible states for different objects.
The features include shape, mass, stiffness, object detection
features and states like peeled or unpeeled for vegetables,
relative position, orientation and filled/empty status of
containers. The vision system has the ability to detect these
objects and their states from the demonstration.
We draw inspiration from one shot gesture recognition
paradigms which use key points in the kinematic trajectories
like inflection points [15] or mixed features around sparse
keypoints [16] in RGB-D videos to classify the gestures in
one-shot. We propose a key point for identifying physical
interactions between objects and the agent in the scene.
This is based on identifying the contact condition between
an object closest to the hand and the hand, using the hand
region of interest, object, wrist and hand tip positions.
1) Physical Interaction Keypoints (PIK): The policy
inferred is based on trajectories of agent’s hand and object
states observed in the demonstration. The hand position
is extracted from the agent’s skeleton obtained from the
RGB-D video using the pyKinect library. Then in each
frame, a region of interest sphere is constructed around the
agent’s hand. Let the number of objects in the scene be n.
The workspace W is partitioned into n voronoi spaces Vi
with object centroids as seeds, so W = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ . . . Vn.
Then the contact condition ψ between the hand and the
object whose voronoi space the hand lies in is computed
using the wrist and hand tip position. This is a binary
feature which indicates either a contact (1) or no contact
(0). A similar feature φ is computed for only those objects
in region of interest (ROI) of the hand as well. For each
object in the ROI, the contact condition φ with nearest
object (excluding hand) is computed. This results in two
contact features. The frames where the transition of these
feature values occur i.e. either φi or ψi flips, is designated
as physical interaction keypoints. These points indicate
make or break of contact between object and agent or
between objects.
The PIKs indicate the change in skills and are used
for temporal segmentation of the entire demonstration into
multiple segments Θi, with each PIK representing the point
of segmentation. We construct features based on interactions
to classify each of these segments into apriori skills. For each
of the segments, relative motion trajectories Xi between hand
and the object it is interacting with are extracted. If the hand
is not interacting with any object i.e. κ = 0 then the relative
motion trajectories are computed with the object it interacts
with in segment Θi+1. Then each segment represented as
Θi = (ψi, Xi, u(X˙i), u(Y˙i), φi)
where Yi is the absolute velocity of the hand, and
u(X˙i) =
{
1 if X˙i ≥ 0
0 otherwise
(1)
Each object is assigned an ID which is an integer value
representing the object. Let the skill class label of segment
Θi be Ci. Then the set of φi, ψi, u(X˙i), the class label of
previous class Ci−1, and object ID values is used to classify
each segment Θi into an apriori skill using decision trees.
The learnt policy is obtained in two steps - Firstly, the
sequence of the inferred skill classes is obtained as above.
Then this sequence is parsed again to add any skills required
for transition from skill Ci to Ci+1. The final learnt policy
is thus a sequence of the apriori skills in the demonstration,
Π = {(C1, s∗1,Θ1), (C2, s∗2,Θ2), . . . (Cm, s∗m,Θm)}
where s∗i is the state of object in interaction after skill Ci
in the demonstration. This state is the reference goal state
for the skill execution. m is the number of skills and Θi
(a) Approach (b) Grasp (c) Transport (d) Retract
(e) Scoop (f) Unscoop (g) Guarded
Move
(h) Visual
servoing
(i) Move with
contact
(j) Move to
contact
Fig. 3: List of a priori skills.
the ith demonstration segment. For skills which were added
as transition, Θi is based on Ci−1 and Ci+1 and the goal
state is the state at the beginning of Ci+1. Each skill Ci is
associated with an execution sensorimotor control model to
perform the skill. This is described in the following section.
B. A priori skills
A priori skills are pre-learnt atomic sensorimotor control
actions which the robot can perform. The learnt policy Π
is the sequence of skills and associated states at the end of
each skill. Fig 3 shows some of these skills. Each skill is
defined as a control action with a particular sensor feedback
and goal condition. The database of skills is segmented into
two types - force-based and positional. Force-based skills
have an impedance control policy for achieving desired force
trajectories and positional skills have a positional control
policy as shown in 2. Let the state of the system be denoted
by s, the pose at time t by xt, the goal state by s∗, and
the desired pose by xd. Then, the skill control policy for
kinematic skills can be defined as follows,
xt+1 = xt + k1(f(x
d, s∗) + k2f˙(xd, s∗)) (2)
, where k1 and k2 are gain parameters, f is the total sensor
feedback error function which depends on the desired pose
and goal state. The desired pose is defined by the relative
position trajectories recorded in Θi and the goal state is
the detected state at end of the skill. The feedback error
function is a combination of feedback from the different
sensing modalities based on the skill being used.The pose
vector xt in our case includes arm pose and hand pose.
The impedance-controller is similar to the positional con-
troller except that the controlled variables are joint torques
instead of end-pose and gripper state. We use an impedance
control policy for force-based skills like move with contact
as follows,
τ = J(θt)
TFd +K1(f(x
d, s∗) +K2f˙(xd, s∗)) (3)
where τ is the 7-dof joint torque vector, J(θt) is the Jacobian
at joint configuration θt and Fd is the desired pose at the
end-effector. A similar impedance controller with feedback
error function f as the error in joint trajectories was used
for force-based manipulations of deformable objects in [17].
We use a multimodal sensing approach to compute the
feedback and detect the state during execution. Different
sensing modalities are used based on the skill being executed.
For example, the feedback error is a function of tactile forces
for grasp skill and for visual servoing, it is a function of
vision based relative position between goal object and agent.
C. Robot Testbed
The execution of skills was evaluated using Purdue Super-
Baxter as the platform [18]. The robot is incorporated with
multiple sensing modalities which are leveraged to achieve
desired self-evaluation. An RGB-D camera (KinectV2), and
two monochrome cameras, one on each hand of SuperBaxter,
acts as the vision interface of the robot. The hands are Barrett
technology BH-282 hands with tactile sensing on the palm
and fingers. A 6-dof Force-Torque sensor is integrated in the
wrist to estimate the forces felt on the end-effector. These
sensors provide multiple modalities of sensing information
which are used in combination or isolation based on the skill
being executed. User demonstrations are collected through
the RGB-D camera of the robot. The robot testbed is shown
in Fig. 1.
D. Self-evaluation and Reinforcement learning
Our paper deals with the execution of a contact intensive
task. To help us execute a contact intensive task through
LfD, we adapt to multi modal sensing to perform self-
evaluation and correction of skill parameters. In the context
of Learning from Demonstration, vision algorithms are
employed to make sense of the demonstration. Tasks dealing
with positional inferences are relatively easier to infer from
visual perception e.g. Pick and place tasks. In the case of
a contact intensive task, we can estimate from the vision
system if contact with the object of interest was obtained
but we cannot estimate the force acting upon the object with
certainty. This necessitates the integration of force sensing
to help estimate the force being applied on the object to
optimize or tune the skill by means of self-evaluation using
reinforcement learning.
In essence, the robot performs the learnt policy Π
following which it uses the vision-based state detection to
evaluate if the same goal state s∗ was achieved. If the goal
state is not achieved the system uses reinforcement learning
to perform the tuning till it performs the task.
Reinforcement Learning deals with an agent and the
actions the agent may take. The goal of any reinforcement
learning algorithm is finding out the policy (set of actions to
take at any given state) that maximizes the agents rewards.
This potential reward is a weighted sum of the expected
values of the rewards of all future steps starting from the
current state. The learning is performed over a finite set of
iterations. The states, actions and rewards enlisted below
are the input to the learning algorithm.
1) State Space: The state space within our reinforcement
learning framework is a measure of the environment and
object properties which includes various states of an object
from the object database. Depending on the environment
and the objects present in the environment, the states are
obtained. The state of the environment at the end of each
skill during the demonstration is taken as the goal state for
that skill. This goal state is already present in the object
database and is obtained as a result of the objects being
detected in the environment by the vision perception system.
2) Action Space: From the inference obtained during the
demonstration, we obtain a baseline trajectory performed
by the user. This baseline trajectory is calibrated to obtain
a contact trajectory or an action trajectory, which would
achieve a trajectory across the object the robot interacts
with at a given contact force. The action space is defined for
every skill and comprises of all these trajectories resulting
from obtaining specific contact forces along the trajectory.
The action set however is variable i.e. the robot keeps
adding new actions over time as a result of failing to
achieve the goal state. A new action is added to the action
set when all the existing actions result in penalties. The
action workspace is inclusive of all these actions present in
the action set.
3) Rewards: The reward for the reinforcement learner is
binary i.e. a low positive reward if desired goal state s∗ is
reached or higher negative reward if it reaches any other state
s′ 6= s∗. Let system transition from current state s to new
state s′ on performing action a. Then the reward is given by,
Ra(s, s
′) = c1 ∗ δs′,s∗ − c2(1− δs′,s∗)
where δs′,s∗ is the kronecker delta function resulting in 1
when s∗ and s′ are same and 0 otherwise and c2 > c1 > 0
4) Q Learning: Q learning is a form of temporal
difference-based learning. The goal of q learning is to
learn a policy that guides us to perform the best action,
given any state. Q Learning uses a table which holds the q
values for every state action pair [19]. Each q value is the
maximum expected future reward for every state action pair.
Q Learning doesn’t start off with an initial assumed policy
but rather improves upon the policy by updating the q
values every iteration with the help of the Bellman equation
shown below.The best action at any state is the largest
q value corresponding to an action for that state in the q table.
Qt+1(st, at) = Qt + α[rt+1(st, at) + γ max
a
Qt(st+1, a)
− Qt(st, at)] (4)
In our application of the Q Learning algorithm for self
evaluation, we assign a new Q table every time we encounter
an object whose properties are completely different from
the objects the robot has been dealing with so far. This
would ensure that the RL framework can optimize the skill
for multiple classes of objects or multiple groups of objects.
Thus, each skill can have multiple Q tables depending on
the objects the robot interacts with during the skill. Also,
keeping in mind that we are dealing with a varying action
set, we also adapt with a varying q table when any new
action is added to the action set.
The Q learning algorithm has three hyperparameters
which we need to tune depending on our application. The
first is the learning rate. Learning rate determines how
much weightage we give to the new q value obtained from
performing an action versus the previous q value. A very
small learning rate (nearing to zero) would result in no
update to the q values as the new updates will be deemed
unimportant and vice versa.
The second hyperparameter of importance is the discount
rate. Discount factor determines how to give higher weight
to near rewards received than rewards received further in the
future. The reason for using discount factor is to prevent the
total reward from going to infinity. The third hyperparameter
which deals with exploration and exploitation is mentioned
in detail below.
5) Exploration and Exploitation: In our application
of self-evaluation, we are ’greedy-towards- skill-goal’
completion. Once a new task is shown in demonstration, the
robot first generates a q table depending on the states and
actions in the environment. The robot starts exploring the
environment and if it encounters an action that completes
the task, the robot stops the learning process and updates
the q table and reports that task is complete. Intuitively at
this point, we can say that the last action added to the action
set is the one that resulted in task completion and all other
actions in the set failed at achieving the task. In other words,
the learning process stops as soon as task is completed
and this is the first time the robot tries to optimize its
skills to learn the task. As the robot performs the task over
time it learns and obtains a better understanding about the
task and keeps updating the q table, optimizing the skills
involved in the task. Thus, we do not focus on exploring
the entire action space and updating the q table but rather
focus greedily on task completions during the process of
exploration and exploitation.
Keeping this greedy-towards-skill-goal approach in
context we perform exploration and exploitation differently.
When the robot tries to perform the task subsequent or
multiple times, we first start off by exploiting the already
existing learned policy i.e. performing the optimal contact
trajectory action to perform the task. If this action fails
in task completion, we go on to performing one of two
exploratory procedures. The first procedure is that we add a
new action to our variable action set and update our q table
(a) Demonstration of task
(b) State of the object
Fig. 4: Progression of demonstration and corresponding
states of the object. The red bounding boxes show that the
state is unpeeled and the green bounding box indicates a
peeled state.
as well to accommodate this new action and perform that
action immediately as a form of exploration. The second
exploratory procedure is that we choose at random one of
our already existing actions and see how it impacts the
environment and update our q table accordingly.
We are more biased towards the first exploratory procedure
and give it more weightage in comparison with the second
procedure. An epsilon greedy approach is used to decide
which procedure the RL agent performs. We are more biased
towards exploring by adding a new action to our action
set. This is because the RL agent at the very beginning
(before going into exploratory procedures ) tried to exploit
the current best option available in the q table and if that
fails we assume that the other actions in the given set
could also lead to failure as the exploited action was the
most optimal action to take in comparison to all the other
actions in the action set based on the learned policy at that
point in time. Thus, the way we employ exploration and
exploitation is to ensure that the robot doesnt consume time
mapping out the q values for the entire action space but rather
focuses on the action space information it has currently in
its possession. The skill and task policies are learned over
time and exploration is performed only when required or only
when the current best policy doesnt result in task completion.
IV. EXPERIMENT
Our goal is to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed one-shot learning and self-evaluation framework on
a contact-intensive task. We looked at tasks involved in
deploying a social robot in domestic settings. One common
contact-intensive task that occurs in such environments is
the task of peeling vegetables. Here, we consider peeling a
cucumber in particular and specify how the learnt policies
can be extended to vegetables of different stiffness.
A. Demonstration
A single demonstration of the task is performed by the
agent. Importance is given to the task of peeling rather than
peeling the entire vegetable through repeated actions, i.e. the
Fig. 5: Execution of the task by robot agent, the figure shows
the progression of skill over mulitple learning actions
agent performs only one peeling action which results in a
partially peeled cucumber. The example of the demonstration
used is shown in Fig. 4a
B. Inference
In the case of peeling task the policy learnt is
Π = {(C1, s∗1,Θ1), (C2, s∗2,Θ2), (C3, s∗3,Θ3)}
, where skill C1 is approach with object cucumber edge as
reference, skill C2 is move to contact, and C3 is contact
trajectory i.e. execute a trajectory learnt from demonstration
with contact ensured. The states of the object, in this case
the cucumber is detected using features in the object property
database. There are two possible states unpeeled and peeled.
The states are inferred from vision and it is observed that
there is no state change in cucumber after C1 or C2, and at
end of C3 the state changes from peeled to unpeeled. The
change of state detected as the demonstration progresses is
shown in Fig. 4b. The state peel is detected when atleast
10% of the visible surface area is peeled.
C. Execution
The execution of the learnt policy is done based on
the control policy described in section III-B. The control
policy for approach is very straight forward, it reduces
to a PD control based on visual error. The controller for
movetocontact uses normal force as the feedback condition,
i.e. the sensor feedback function for this skill is given by,
f(xd, s∗) = Fn −Fd where Fn is the normal reaction force
felt at the end effector and Fd is the desired/minimum contact
force (0.5N in our case). The desired pose xd is relative
position of hand w.r.t cucumber which is one edge of the
cucumber.
For the move with contact is a skill with impedance con-
trol model. The feedback error function in 3 is given by
f(xd, s∗) = θ(xt) − θ(xd), where θ(x) is the joint angles
corresponding to the pose x of the arm. The positional error
to next point on the trajectory is computed using the internal
pose estimates and the feedback error function f is computed
from this error and the error in applied contact force. The
execution is shown in Fig. 5
D. Self Evaluation
Rewards are assigned depending on the completion of
the skill i.e. the occurrence of a state transition from an
unpeeled state to a peeled state. A positive reward of 2 is
assigned when the robot peels the vegetable successfully
and a negative reward of -5 is awarded in case of a failed
execution. A discount factor of 0.3 was used so the robot
(a) Action trajectories in the robot scene
(b) Set of explored contact trajectory actions
Fig. 6: The action set explored by the robot agent
agent focuses on achieving higher rewards in the short
term as we are greedy towards skill completion. After the
demonstration a baseline action trajectory is inferred which
is then used to obtain the first contact trajectory which
constitutes the first action in the action set. This contact
trajectory is obtained with a constraint such that it achieves
a normal contact force of 0.5N at every point along the
trajectory. Every subsequent action added to the action
set after the first action would aim at achieving a contact
force which is 0.3N greater than its previous action (the
last action in the action set) as seen in Fig. 6. We deal
with a noise measure of ±0.2N and hence we chose a
contact force increment of 0.3N to represent the subsequent
actions added to the action set. In the case of the peeling
task we consider the vegetable stiffness to be an important
property. During task performance we do not want to apply
too much force on a vegetable whose compliance is very
high and risk damaging the vegetable. Understanding object
properties helps us group vegetables of similar stiffness
and treat these groups as a single entity. [20] [21] shows
us how stiffness varies over vegetables. Using clustering
algorithm we deduced two clusters of vegetables separated
by stiffness. Our self evaluation framework would consider
a separate Q table for each cluster.
Exploration and Exploitation methods explained in
section III-D.5 are employed during the self evaluation
process. In our case of a peeling task we start by exploiting
the already learned policy and failure to complete the task
with this policy results in two exploratory methods. The
first method deals with adding a new action to the action
set and exploring that action. The robot would have to
add a new action to the action set which would be the
contact trajectory achieved at a higher force than all existing
actions. Intuitively we know that this would be the best way
to explore (in comparison to the second exploratory method
that deals with randomly exploring one of the already
explored action again).
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a one-shot learning from demonstra-
tion framework to learn contact-intensive tasks and employs
a self evaluation routine to optimize the contact-intensive
skills corresponding to the task. The proposed method was
implemented in the task of peeling a vegetable. The vegetable
was peeled successfully from the inference obtained during
demonstration and self evaluation successfully tuned the skill
parameters with respect to completion of all skill-goals.
By using a ’greedy-towards-skill-goal’ approach, during self
evaluation the robot explores and exploits the environment
such that it focuses on the immediate completion of the skill.
This tuning can be aligned with skill performance rather than
just skill completion by introducing feedback in evaluation
through the process of coaching, resulting in more intuitive
task programming paradigms.
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